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A different kind of summer…
April saw record hours of sunshine,
which continued into May. The skies were
clear blue, helped by the fewer aircraft
contrails. Bluebells and other wild flowers
on our commons, in our woodlands and
hedgerows were ever more colourful
and prolific. The birdsong seemed
especially intense. All as if to offer some
compensation for the hardship of this
devilish virus. We are no doubt lucky to
live in the Hilltops, surrounded by beautiful
open country, where it is not difficult to
keep a safe distance.

F

or those of us self-isolating, our
neighbours in the community have
rallied round – as they always do
in a crisis. The Hilltop Villages Volunteer
Group has, since restrictions were
introduced, gathered volunteers to help
the vulnerable by getting their shopping
done, prescriptions collected or help with
anything else. Our grateful thanks go to
these selfless people. See page 22 for the
latest on the Hilltop Villages Volunteers
scheme.

VE celebrations –
of a sort…

In the 2019 June/July issue of Hilltop News,
our leader was headed ‘Much to look
forward to…’ We welcomed the annual
St Leonards fete, village picnic, cream teas
and cricket on the common. Although the
Full Moon pub has maintained a welcome
service in the face of adversity, most other
activities have had to be suspended this
spring and summer. In this issue however,
we do still have reports from our clubs and
societies…

Also in this issue:
• Essential flights for PPE
• Online show winner
• David Turner remembered
• Knitting for the community
• 90th birthday celebrations
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riday 8 May commemorated the
75th anniversary of VE Day. Planned
celebrations were curtailed, but the
Hilltop Villages were resplendent in union
flags and red, white and blue bunting.
Small-scale (socially distanced) street parties
also lifted the spirit. The bells from all three
of our churches rang out across the villages
to commemorate this special day.

… Plus our regular features…
Chris Brown investigates the strange
behaviour of the bee moth and the secrets
of the oak tree. With home cooking
very much in favour at the moment, our
Curvaceous Cook offers something fishy.
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THE PARISH COUNCIL
Because of the current COVID-19 crisis,
all scheduled Parish Council meetings
during the period April – June have been
cancelled.
Routine, non-urgent business is being
carried out using the Council’s powers
under discretionary Standing Orders. If
an urgent meeting is required to deal
with essential business it will take place
as a ‘remote meeting’ using video/voice
conference facilities. Details of such
meetings cannot at this time be posted on
noticeboards but will be published on the
website. Please contact the Parish Clerk or
one of the Parish Councillors if you need
further information about ‘attending’ a
virtual Parish Council meeting, or have any
other questions.
Notice (minimum of 3 days) of a remote
meeting will be published on the website:
www.cholesburyparishcouncil.org.uk

Buckinghamshire Council
Buckinghamshire Council, which took over
from Chiltern District and Bucks County
Councils on April 1st, is focussing much of
its activities on supporting residents and
businesses during the Covid-19 emergency.
However, the Council is also trying to
ensure ‘business as usual’, as far as it is
practical, regarding its normal day-to-day
activities. If you need to contact the Council
the telephone number is 0300 131 6000 or
visit the website at www.buckinghamshire.
gov.uk. Many of the services can be
accessed through online contact forms or
email.
As the Unitary Council elections were
cancelled our Unitary Councillors Patricia
Birchley and Nick Rose are continuing to
represent us over the next 12 months.
Contact details below.

THE COUNTY COUNCIL

If you need advice or assistance Parish
councillors and myself are available to be
contacted as usual.

ensured that local need is also met in ways

Hayley Farrelly, Parish Clerk, 07769 698652
Hilltop Villages Volunteer Group
The Parish Council, Hilltop Villages Churches
Church Group, and Good Neighbours Group
have come together to provide support
for anyone in our community who has to
isolate themselves due to the coronavirus
outbreak.
If you live in the villages of Buckland
Common, Cholesbury, Hawridge and
St Leonards or just outside and need
assistance with groceries shopping,
prescription collection and other needs
please call: 0845 8 735 737 or email:
hilltopvillageshelp@btinternet.com. See
article on page 22 for further information.

Email: parishclerk.ccslpc@gmail.com
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all the volunteers
in the Hilltop
Villages Community
Group who have
selflessly met the
needs of locked
down residents
and enabled them
to receive their
prescriptions, shopping, pub meals, as well
as dog walking and maintaining telephone
contact. The Chesham Coronavirus Fund

Please note my new email address:
Patricia.Birchley@buckinghamshire.gov.uk
07714 704017
Tricia Birchley
County Councillor

has contributed to their costs and this fund
such as supporting the Citizens’ Advice
Bureau and Chesham Mind. What is so
striking is our can-do attitude in the Hilltop
Villages and our support for one another.

I

Your councillors are:
Chris Brown (Chairman): 758890
Bill Ingram (Vice-Chairman): 758258
Nigel Blomfield: 758314
Diane Brackley: 01296 625081
Philip Matthews: 758205

Allotments
One activity which was able to continue
during the crisis has been the tending of
allotments and it has been good seeing
our allotment holders busy tending to their
plots. If you are interested in a plot please
contact me.

Our thanks go to

be very important and there is a promise
of more briefings in the parishes. I have
two meetings shortly to discuss traffic
movements on the A413. Great Missenden
and Quainton have both been unhappy
with the arrival of workmen from various
locations in their communities and HS2
is finding it difficult to accommodate
their workforce in hotels, with pubs and
restaurants closed! Far from being ‘more
important than ever’ it’s time to draw a line
under the whole project and cancel it now.

Francis Sanger: 758767
Buckinghamshire Council - 0300 131 6000
County Councillor Birchley - 07714 704017
District Councillor Rose  -  837688
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n spite of coronavirus, the stunning
weather has led to a wonderful spring
with birdsong and regular reports of
nightingales, cuckoo, early butterflies,
lambs and even cygnets. Many of us have
enjoyed wonderful daily walks, riding,
running and plenty of ways to keep fit.
Gardening, of course, creates excess
rubbish and conscious of our needs,
Buckinghamshire Council reopened the
household waste sites earlier than most and
continued to collect household waste.
The start of the new Council coinciding
with coronavirus has been challenging for
staff, many of whom have volunteered
at the temporary hospital in the Olympic
Lodge, for patients moved out of acute
beds at Stoke Mandeville, producing PPE,
manning community hubs and finding
homes for rough sleepers.
Holding HS2 to account continues to
Hilltop News
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Hawridge and Cholesbury C of E School

The last Hawridge and Cholesbury School
article for the Hilltop News finished with
me wishing you all a Happy Easter. I hope
it still was but I doubt it was as planned
before Mr Johnson’s announcement of a
lockdown from 23 March.

Y

ear 6 managed to have a quick party
and sign each other’s shirts in case
they didn’t return and the staff
embarked on a rather steep learning curve
as remote learning/teaching began. It has
to be said that on this point they have done
remarkably well. The school website has
been regularly updated with work for each
year from Windmills through to Year 6.
All parents have had regular contact from
Mrs Phillips and the individual teachers
and the children have managed to catch
up with some of their school friends and
teachers on Zoom. The flow of traffic isn’t
all one way though as photos are taken
of completed work and sent back to the
teachers to be marked.
Newsletters from the school have
fed back some lovely stories of children
supporting the local community as well as
those children of key workers being cared
for at the school and continuing with
lessons, as well as designing and writing
‘thank you’cards. Year 4 children, as well as
many others, have created rainbow posters
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and The Black Horse pub even supplied
the teachers and staff with lunch one day
before the Easter holidays. Photos of the
school gardens blossoming with bulbs
planted last Autumn have also been shared
as the plants have enjoyed the constant
good weather - as well as an opportunity to
grow away from the attentions of primary
school children!
Parents evening came and went
unfortunately but the reports the teachers
were going to discuss with parents and
guardians were shared electronically and
invitations sent out to contact the child’s
teacher if there was any clarification
needed. In addition, a well-being pack was
sent out by the SENCOs to help support
the children (and parents) if needed and to
suggest ways to adjust to the new way of
life and schooling.
So, the home learning and remote
teaching continues and the news would
seem to imply that a return to any sort of
normality is still some weeks away - and
that won’t be a normal we imagined in
February.
On a personal note this is likely to be
my last article on behalf of Hawridge
and Cholesbury School as our youngest is
moving to secondary school this September
(we hope). We have had a child at the
school for the last eleven years and whilst,
like all schools, there have been highs and
lows, we have been very grateful for the
support given by the school and all the staff
to our children. A small village school like
Hawridge and Cholesbury thrives on the
support given by the local community. This
has also been evident in the time we have
been involved. Thank you to the school and
all those who have helped in any way whilst
we have been part of it.
James Morris
…and thank you James for keeping us
informed with your lively School reports over
the past few years…Ed
Hilltop News
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CHOLesbury cum St 
LEONARDS HORT SOC
Sitting in the warm sunshine listening
to Test Match Special from 2005 – what
a great idea playing the entire recording
over the 4/5 days? Knowing what
happened makes the commentary even
more entertaining. We have been very
blessed with the weather since lockdown
and it has been good to see so many emails
on Grapevine seeking garden sundries and
plants.

I

am glad I invested on a really interesting
calendar as the appointments part is of
little or no use right now. I have given
up crossing things off. One skill I have
acquired is planning and participating in
virtual conversations, both formal and the
informal. So much is available – not only to
order online but also advice and education.
The RHS bulletin is forwarded to all Hort
Soc members by our secretary. In addition,
there is a list of nurseries which would have
been exhibiting at Chelsea – many are small
and niche companies who will have had to
invest a lot of money and time in preparing.
A full list can be found at https://www.rhs.
org.uk/shows-events/rhs-chelsea-flowershow/exhibitors .
The National Garden Scheme https://
ngs.org.uk/virtual-garden-visits/ has online
garden tours of a wide variety of gardens
all over the country. I have started watching
Gardeners World again, whilst the climate
is somewhat milder in Monty Don’s garden,
it is interesting to see that he is still sowing
vegetables, etc.
Garden centres have reopened in some
way although how much browsing will be
allowed is difficult to imagine and I am as
guilty as many others of going for a few
essentials and coming away with much
more. We should not forget those that have
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given us great service whilst in lockdown.
There is very sound evidence that
gardening very good for mental wellbeing.
It pays however to be pragmatic – some
things will grow and some will not. We
suffer with predators: rabbits, the usual
slugs and snails, caterpillars, pigeons – the
list could go on but we can now remove
one, the muntjac deer. They are no longer
munching their way through since we
regularly close our gate. So simple and it
would be a pain in usual times but if we
go out these days it is on foot, not by car. I
am glad we discovered this before erecting
inevitably unsightly protection around
certain plants. I will be making extensive
use of some green fine protective netting
for brassicas of any kind: very effective in
keeping off the cabbage white butterflies
(and the caterpillars) and subsequently the
pigeons. Brassicas have such a long growing
period and I am only growing a wider
variety this year because we will be here to
tend them.
For some unknown reason our wisteria,
which has been growing up the back of the
house for 20 years, seems to have expired.
Fortunately, I had planted another a few
years ago at the opposite end and this has
grown well, so it may be possible to train
it over the old one. But why? Research
suggests it is difficult to kill wisteria.
Getting them to flower is another matter
Hilltop News

but we had sussed that one. There
is a small shoot at the base but
whether that is a seedling or from
the original is unclear.
Most seeds have germinated
well except for several packets
of cleome – all of which failed
but were freebies with gardening
magazines. I am apparently not the
only one to have limited success with
green beans. The runner beans, which
are very similar, have all germinated
and grown on.
I was very fortunate to live next to
a wonderful gardener in Aldbury when
we first moved out of London. He had
worked all his life as a gardener and had a
traditional village cottage garden complete
with chickens. He had a greenhouse, but for
plants intended for outdoors was careful
not to sow too early and was strongly of
the opinion that late sowings would catch
up. Most important was to avoid a frost
(all squashes, courgettes and beans are
killed by frost) but also sudden temperature
drops which stop growth, which is then
slow to resume. The weeds are a good
indicator – there should be fewer after a
dry spell but they also don’t grow as well
if the temperature drops. If a sudden frost
is forecast and your plants are out, protect
them with fleece or anything similar – it
must be light enough not to weigh the
plant down – I have used newspaper in the
past. If it has blown away by the morning,
then hopefully the wind meant there was
no frost.
Most vegetables require a lot of water
and good light although full sun is not
required. If you can avoid an exposed
site then the frost should be less of an
issue. Tending and caring for vegetables
is an ideal way to get children involved.
Sunflowers are also a must – although there
are some dwarf varieties – good for a windy
spot but not for a growing competition!
Look out for the way in which the flowers
follow the sun.
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Being at home has
not only inspired many
to create or renovate
their garden. More time
here means that more
maintenance is being done
and after twenty years some
shrubs need a radical overhaul to
reinvigorate them. There are examples
of those that have just sadly run out
of steam – a couple of golden elders
spring to mind - but I am also cognisant
that I am not as physically capable
as I was and that I need to reduce the
maintenance. A couple of years ago we
decided that a lonicera fragrantissima had
outgrown its situation and was affecting
nearby plants. It was severely pruned with
no ill effects.
We have already pruned several spring
flowering shrubs such as currants and
forsythia more thoroughly than in previous
years. I still cannot bring myself to throw
out living plants (the same cannot be
said of weeds) – plants inadvertently dug
up with deep rooted weeds or chance
seedlings will be potted up and probably
appear at a sale nearby soon.
Stay safe, stay well and keep
communicating – whether you are looking
for something, seeking advice or have
something to offer.
Sarah Tricks

STOP PRESS
Did you protect tender young shoots on
trees, shrubs and plants against the cold
winds in the week commencing 10th
May? I imagine my dahlias would have
suffered if they were out. I am interested
to hear whether others have had a similar
issue. Long term I think they will recover
and basically start again although the lack
of rain in the forecast may mean some help
with water is required.
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY COMMONS
PRESERVATION SOCIETY
Glorious Commons
What a source of pleasure the Commons
have been for many of us during these
challenging times. We are very fortunate
to be able to exercise whilst selfisolating or social distancing right here
on our doorsteps and at a time when
the countryside is looking absolutely
magnificent. It has been a pleasure to see
people of all ages making the most of
the sunshine and getting out to enjoy the
solace of our wonderful environment or
just to have fun.
When John Caple was replacing the
bench in memory of Edgar Taylor recently
he found the first of several little signs
produced by local children directing you
from the bench to the Bug Hotel where
there are painted NHS rainbows with a
special message. From there other logs direct
you on a little trail across Horseblock to
the Bottom Ride, past a makeshift den and
back. Apparently, the signs to the Bug Hotel
and the message there were the initiative
of David Billingham, Blair and Callum from
Bracken View. Greyson and Matilda Jones
and their parents Carrie and Adam from The
Old School House have done the rest. It is
great that the kids have been having fun.
Please feel free to add little things to the
Hotel that bugs might like.
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The boys take a well-earned rest – at a social distance!
Trail to the Bug Hotel

Thank you too to Andrew Carruthers for
raising a smile with his rainbow cutting of
the grass outside the village hall.

the Full Moon on Tuesday lunchtimes. My
thanks to all those who helped restore the
bench to keep Edgar’s memory alive.

Edgar Taylor’s bench
Many thanks to John Caple, Tom Nettleton
and Jamie Matthews for replacing Edgar’s
bench originally installed after his death at
age 96 in 1994. The new solid oak one was
installed using Phil Matthews’ equipment
and Edgar’s daughter and son-in-law,
Rosemary and Roger Bierrum, have been to
try it out and heartily approve. Edgar was a
local architect, had been in the Flying Corps
in World War I and also served in WWII. He
was a well-known and much-loved local
character. In his retirement he regaled
many of his old friends with accounts of
flying the flimsy WWI aircraft and other
tales when they met in Bulls...t Corner in

VE Day celebrations
Although most of the planned activities
for the 75th Anniversary of VE Day were
cancelled due to the virus, there were many
reminders of the event on the Commons.
It was very moving to see the flags and
bunting decorating everything from the
Village Hall to the Pub, benches, metal
Tommies, windows, hedgerows and waymarking signs. Thank you in particular
to Janet and Peter Hopkinson and Mark
Gardiner for their work to make sure that
the Villages remembered the event. It
was also good to see a socially distanced
‘street’ party taking part on the edge of
the Common. The police drove past twice
but just waved unconcerned since the rules
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were being followed.
Rogue riders
Unfortunately, the lovely weather has
brought out greater numbers of riders and
cyclists who simply ignore the Bye–Laws and
we have had to put up a number of extra
signs to try to discourage them from doing
so. If you see any infringements please
point out to them that, whilst we don’t
want to discourage them from having fun
and exercising here, the Bye-Laws are there
to benefit all of the users of the Commons.
We have also had someone wanting to use
a drone on the Commons. Users of drones
and model aircraft need the permission of
the landowner, Christine Stott. Christine
does not grant this since they may disturb
the wildlife.
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Rose and Crown
As I write, the Rose and Crown is being
demolished and work will soon start on
building the Cycling Café on the site. Prior
to all of this happening it was necessary to
re-route one of the Definitive Paths on the
Common from Stoney Lane through the
pub car park to the main road. The original
path was one used by Walter Gomm (father
of Les) and Dave Ford (and perhaps many
before them) who lived in Vale Cottages
when they went up to the pub for a pint
after work and also by local people in
Hawridge Vale, who caught the bus just
outside the pub.
Despite the fact that this path hasn’t been
used for either of these purposes for many
years and that anyone can walk anywhere
on the Commons it is marked on a
Definitive Map of Rights of Way and there
is therefore a legal requirement to keep
it clear. Definitive Paths were identified in
the 1950s from information from Parish
and County Councils and I believe some
were also identified by low flying aircraft.
The new path runs down the boundary of
the Laurels and the pub land and is now a
gentler slope with much more user-friendly
steps than the old one. Doubtless there
would have been a great deal of red tape
involved in changing the route.
Work on the Commons
All woodland working parties stop on
the Commons in early March to allow the
birds to nest in peace. Please note that it
is an offence to disturb any nesting bird
and so you should be very wary of cutting
your hedges or shrubs until the breeding
season is over in case there are nests
there. Obviously, other work goes on as
required but only by individuals or small
groups who are distancing themselves. If
you have some spare time and would like
to help out please get in touch (758440 or
lindsaygriffin@yahoo.co.uk). There may be
jobs which you can do in your own time.
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Thank you to a recent volunteer, Margaret
Johnson, who has been clearing the
brambles on the edges of the dewpond
and to David Dennis for clearing weed from
Pallett’s pond. He and Isobel also intend
to work on the dewpond by clearing some
of the rush and taking out brambles which
are rooting in the pond itself. Thanks too
to Janet and Peter Hopkinson who have
cleared various fallen trees and branches on
Rays Hill and behind the Rose and Crown
and to Mike Wallis for clearing the Bottom
Ride. Janet has started cutting the smaller
paths with the wheeled strimmer and in
due course James Jolliffe will cut the paths
and rides. These will be cut wide to enable
social distancing.

moth species. They don’t just eat clothes!
https://www.bbc.com/news/scienceenvironment-52630991
Website
Veronica Mash has been working on
our website again and has added many
more photos. Do try to have a look at
hawridgeandcholesburycommons.org.
Veronica continues to do a great job and it
is a joy to see.
Ash Dieback
Another recent article in the Times shows
that distancing is not just important for
people in preventing them from catching
diseases but also for Ash trees. They

report that Ash trees which stand alone
are much more likely to overcome Ash
Dieback.  https://www.thetimes.co.uk/
article/ash-dieback-trees-most-likely-toovercome-killer-disease-if-they-stand-alonebsgn5snw9
Calendar
Please send me any suitable photos for
next year’s calendar (lindsaygriffin@yahoo.
co.uk). As well as any stunning local scenes
we would like photos of those people who
have made deliveries or have helped us in
other ways throughout this crisis.
Stay safe!
Lindsay Griffin

Species surveys
All species surveys are suspended for now
except for moth trapping which David
Dennis and Peter Bygate are able to carry
out safely. They have now identified 244
different macro moths on our Commons.  
David is also becoming interested in the
many micro moths present here. These
present a real challenge for identification
since they are often so small. If these can
be identified there will be substantially
more moth species recorded here. A recent
BBC report discussed the importance
of moths as pollinators. Whilst the bee
populations are suffering so badly we will
have cause to appreciate our flourishing

Hilltop News
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY
CRICKET CLUB

square to keep the wicket dry. They’re a
great improvement on the plastic sheeting
and tent pegs that we have relied upon in
recent years.
But wheeling on the covers as the drizzle
starts seems a distant hope for now. A
phrase attributed to that great sportswriter
Frank Keating keeps swirling around my
head in these days; that sport is important,
but it’s not that important. Many of us have
much greater concerns other than when
we’ll get the chance to fool around in our
whites again – but we miss playing cricket
on the common and we look forward to its
return.
When the time is right, we will relish
that journey to Great Kingshill.

The Saturday
team are away to
Great Kingshill this
weekend. That’s
what the fixture list
on the club website
tells me. And on
Sunday our under
11s line up against

Simon Lister

Amersham on the common while the under
10s travel to Wendover. If only it were true.

Waiting for the rain – next season!

hose of you who have strolled across
the ground recently, or driven past
the pavilion, may well have noticed
that the outfield is cut neatly short and
the square has been carefully striped
by the cylinder mower. In the gloaming
on a clear evening you may even have
noticed a middle-aged backside pointing
heavenwards as its owner leans low and
turns off the underground tap after an
hour or two of gentle irrigation on the
wicket.
We are keeping to our known routines
of many seasons, but sadly we have no
cricket to play. And no prospect of anything
soon. Recreational cricket has been
abandoned for the foreseeable future, and
as none of us needs telling, it looks like
some sort of social distancing will be part
of our daily lives – almost certainly beyond
the reach of this cricket season - for some
time yet.
But despite the great disappointment
of not being able to mark a bowler’s runup at the pavilion end, or to make the
impossible calculation of bringing the tea
urn to its boil as an innings closes, there has

been a wonderful outpouring of support
and volunteering at the club in the past
month or so. Jobs big and small have been
started or completed and - masterminded
by our fabulous groundsman Kev (another
volunteer) - the shaggy dampness of the
autumn and winter meadow has been cast
away. The enforced pause has enabled us
to look to the future a little. When we do
eventually get to play again, I’m absolutely
confident that that fellowship and
enthusiasm which has got us through the
past couple of months will be retained.
Keen-eyed locals may have noticed a
new addition at the boundary edge. Early
one morning a man called Daz set off from
Leeds in his lorry with the parts for three
new eight-metre covers for our wicket. He
built them all in a few hours single-handed
and now the frames are parked up next
to the nets. In case anyone was confused
by the covers’ arrival and appearance, we
haven’t branched out into the polytunnel
summer-fruit business while we wait for
cricket to return! When the rains come next
season we can wheel them quickly onto the

T
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Essential flying
during the crisis

NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH

T

here are a number of
scams circulating
relating to the
Covid-19 virus. For
example, claims that the
Council needs to enter
your home to do a “deep
clean”; mobile phone apps claiming to
give updates on the virus then blocking
your phone and demanding a payment to
release it; offers of commercial supplies of
coronavirus “home testing kits” - they may
not even exist.
Be sceptical. If you are not sure about
a new contact by phone, email or at the
door just hang up, delete, or shut the
door. Don’t click on links or attachments in
suspicious emails and protect devices from
the latest threats. Information on updating
devices can be found on the National Cyber
Security Centre website https://www.ncsc.
govt.uk/guidance/securing-your-devices
You can report phishing to the NCSC at
report@phishing.gov.uk
Banks and the Police never ask for
account details over the phone. If you
have concerns call the police on 101 (999
for emergencies only) or speak to Trading
Standards on 01296 388788.

CHOLESBURY-CUM-ST
LEONARDS W.I.

W

ith so much being cancelled for
WI we thought it would be fitting
to feature Iris Hawkes and her
90th birthday in March instead.
Where would the WI have been without
Iris’s unfailing enthusiasm and generosity
over the years? If ever there was an event
that involved catering, Iris was the first to
volunteer her help. Even now, at the grand
age of 90, we know we can rely on her to
provide the refreshments at the end of each
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A report from the captain of one of the
major UK airlines…

Happy Birthday Iris

monthly meeting.
Equally impressive has been her love of
and skill with all the crafts she tackles and
her willingness to pass those skills on.
Here, Iris gives us a brief glimpse into
some of her many activities while living in
the Hilltops…
“I feel very lucky to live in a village
where I have many friends and good
neighbours. When my friend Sue Brown
set up an evening WI, I became a founder
member and, for a number of years, a
committee member.
I have enjoyed doing many crafts,
becoming a founder member of the
Sugar Craft in High Wycombe. I taught WI
members how to ice cakes, ran a class for
card-making and learnt the art of Chinese
brush-painting. I am into crystal art at the
moment.
I once took a wedding cake to
Czechoslovakia by coach and boat, carrying
the box of flowers for it on my lap all
the way. I also got up at 5am one Sunday
morning when I was with the Britsh Legion
in Chesham to make 200 scones for the
Royal Marine Band, who were playing at St
Mary’s Church.
I thank Liz and Paddy for singing ‘Happy
Birthday’ to me (at distance in my front
garden) and all those who telephoned,
brought flowers and who waved as they
passed by – also for all the offers of help”.
Hilltop News
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hile there have been fewer flights
recently, there have still been
some operating. For the larger
aircraft there has been a mix of repatriation
flights from all four corners of the world
returning UK citizens and also cargo flights.
This balance is now mainly on the side of
the cargo flights with aircraft flying to
the United States, Middle East, Africa and
the Far East. For the first three of these
areas the cargo carried has predominantly
involved post and food. For the last area
there have been regular flights to China,
Hong Kong and Singapore to collect
Personal Protective Equipment for the NHS
and care workers.
With most borders officially closed in
the Far East the Flight and Cabin crew
are not allowed to disembark to stay for
the rest they normally require before the
return flight. As such, a majority of these
flights have only been able to operate
under permission from the CAA, and on
a volunteer basis, as an Ultra LongHaul
duty. This basically means that the aircraft
is flown out, none of the crew step foot
off the aircraft, it is loaded with as much
equipment as possible and then, usually less
than two hours later, returns to the UK with
as much PPE as possible. If there is ample
stock available the passenger cabin is also
loaded using cargo nets and the overhead
lockers as well as the cargo hold.
This arrangement requires the Flight
Crew to operate the aircraft, Cabin crew to
watch all cabin loaded items and a loader
Hilltop News

to ensure that all equipment in the cabin
is loaded appropriately. I have operated
two of these flights. One was just with hold
cargo and the last one with equipment in
the cabin as well. The crew for this second
trip were seven pilots, six cabin crew and a
loader.
We reported for work at 1700 and were
soon on our way to China on our ten hour
flight. Half the crew got as much rest as
they could whilst the remainder operated
the flight. On arrival the next morning we
were met by Chinese ground staff dressed
head to foot in PPE who requested they
took all our temperatures. Looking around
the airport there were airlines as varied
as Air Canada, Swiss, United, ANA, KLM,
Air New Zealand and LOT all completing
the same operation. An hour and a half
later we were refuelled and loaded with
45 tonnes of face masks, plastic visors and
gowns in the hold and the cabin.
The four pilots who had got as much
sleep as possible on the way to China then
operated the 11 hour 45 minute flight home
whilst the three who had worked out took
a well earned rest. We were back in the UK
27 hours later having travelled more than
10500 nautical miles with the aircraft as
our “home.” Whilst not expected, we were
pleasantly surprised how well we felt when
we landed but, having made contact in the
subsequent days, admitted to a very good,
long nights sleep the day we got home
and feeling a little tired for a day or two
afterwards! However, for what was carried
back to support the NHS and care workers it
was worth every minute in the air.
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Church matters
from the registers
ST LEONARDS
Burial
4 May 2020 Rodney Edwards Culverhouse
14 May 2020 Gwendoline Angela Surridge

A message
from the Rev.
Deiniol Heywood
Area Dean
Easter gave us a focus--and the novelty at
least of old things in new ways. But now I
expect the novelty is wearing off.

A

s we carry on our home worship and
prayer, do keep sharing the good
news as well as your worries and
anxieties and sometimes tragedies, with the
people around you.
Your church is more active than ever.
It is holding you in prayer. It is supporting
the community. It is maintaining those ties
that bind us in our common humanity. It is
holding on to the life that is life—and that
‘church’ is all of us, united by the social
bond that is Christ, resurrected and with us
now and always.
Your church is you!
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CHOLESBURY

T

he church
is closed as
required by
the Archbishop of
Canterbury as part
of the Covid 19
lockdown. This was
very disappointing
for the congregation particularly as it
prevented any public celebration of Easter,
including the wonderful Easter hymns. The
lockdown is occurring in the Internet Age
which allows us access to live services. We
have great choice and can share with Rev
Dan, who was our Interim Vicar last year for
a few months, or log in to Oxford Diocese
to celebrate communion with one of our
Bishops.
We were given a temporary reprieve, and
along with the other Hilltop Churches, the
bell was rung 75 times in the church of St
Laurence on the anniversary of VE day!
In the absence of regular news, we
thought people might be interested in the
following:
For about 200 years the people of
Cholesbury benefitted from a charity with
the unlikely name of ‘The Unknown Donor’s
Charity’.
On 24th December 1791, new trustees
were appointed to administer an existing
Trust that owned two acres of meadow in
Hilltop News

Cholesbury. The land had been given by
an unknown donor and the trustees must
use profits for the benefit of poor people
in Cholesbury. And so It became known as
“The Unknown Donor’s Charity”.
In 1876 all the named trustees had died
and Rev Jeston and churchwarden Thomas
Bishop applied to the Charity Commission
to become the new Trustees. This was
granted and we still have the formal
document stating the Trustees duties. They
were required to pay the income from
the land to ‘deserving and necessitous
inhabitants of Cholesbury for clothes,
bedding, fuel, medical or other aid’.
The money could not be a substitute
for Poor Relief which was still to be paid
by landholders. The Charity Commission
identified the land as ‘Poor’s Plot’ and
it contained 1a (acre) and 2r(rod) so
apparently reduced from 1791. The existing
tenant was George Sills who paid £2/10s
(£2.50) a year.
A year later the land was sold for £165
to Butchers Bank in Tring who invested
the capital and bought £175 of 2 ½ %
Consolidated Stocks. Thomas Butcher
had established his Bank in 1836 and it
was his grandson, Frederick, who built
Cholesbury Village Hall in 1895. At some
stage the capital was placed with the
Official Custodian of Charities and a 1980
statement shows a balance of £175.30 that
was yielding £1.09 quarterly. This income
was paid to the ‘Rector and Churchwarden
of Cholesbury Club’ account at Tring
National Westminster Bank which had
absorbed Butchers Bank in various stages.
Accounts show the quarterly £1.09 income
was paid annually as £4.36 to the Senior
Club.
In 1993 the redoubtable Mrs Evelyn
Money was in contact with the Charity
Commission who told her that paying
the charity’s income to the Senior Club (a
village club) was not ‘strictly in accordance
with the charity’s objectives’. Also, the
accounts had not been submitted as
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required. They also referred to the
provisions of the 1993 Charities Act that
allowed small charities to be wound up.
This was most probably Mrs Money’s
purpose and in 1994 the Trustees were
allowed to spend the capital as income.
The account held about £30 and only grew
to £85.18 after liquidating the £175.30
investment so charges were paid.
The £85.18 was divided between five
Cholesbury families who received £17.03
each and the Unknown Donors Charity
ceased to exist on 11th April 1995!

HAWRIDGE

T

he last weeks have
been difficult for
us all. For the law
to shut Churches (and
other Places of Worship)
is not something we could ever have
imagined.
One reason any church is there is to
provide for regular public worship, but
sadly our services could not take place over
the whole cycle of Palm Sunday, Easter
and Ascension; and it seems the ban will
continue to Whitsun and beyond. The only
public activity in this time has been a happy
one, the ringing of the bells of St Mary’s
to mark VE day. With no services in our
Church, we hope all villagers are making
use of the various links to online services
noted every week on Grapevine – perhaps it
is the Bishop, or perhaps Rev Dan Beesley at
Bierton (and grateful thanks to all involved
in arranging the links and in conducting
and publicising those services).
Other public Church events have been
cancelled, but have you bought tickets in
the raffle to win a cream tea in the place of
the usual gathering at Cholesbury Hall?  If
not, there may still be time, when you read
this, to buy your tickets (to do this, please
contact Janet Hopkinson on 01494 757059
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or email her at janethopkinson@gmail.com.
Like so much at present, the raffle is a
substitute for the real thing (a great idea
from Janet and thanks to her both for
the idea and for running the raffle). It is
important that we continue our activities
to demonstrate that, even without a priest,
the Church and its community continues
to be present in our village. In addition,
the Church and Churchyard are important
to the many families whose members are
commemorated there.
A gentle reminder, therefore, that
closure of the Church and curtailment of its
activities does not mean that running costs
and maintenance work, and their bills, go
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away – utilities, insurance, the building,
grass, undergrowth, strimming gravestones
and so on – and we would ask that you
continue, if you are able, to make a
contribution to the wellbeing of the Church
generally or, if you wish to limit your gift to
the purpose of the care and maintenance
of the Church buildings and Churchyard, to
the Friends of St Mary’s - for details of how
to give, including with Gift Aid if relevant
to you, please contact our Hon Treasurer
Tim Watts (01494 758040, timwatts178@
btinternet.com).  Please contact Tim or our
Churchwarden Elizabeth Tomlin (07753
817431) about anything concerning St
Mary’s.
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ST LEONARDS

A

s with
Hawridge
and
Cholesbury, our
churches are in
lockdown but we are always available
via churchall4@gmail.com. All messages
are followed up and passed to someone
at the appropriate church. Despite no
Sunday Services we are kept well informed
via Grapevine thanks to Jo, our Parish
Administrator, about the various services
available online each week – and they are
well worth watching!
As with the other churches, we managed
to ring the bell - thanks, Gavin – to mark VE
day and it was lovely to hear it reverberate
across the village. For generations, the St
Leonards bell has tolled to indicate both
sad and joyous occasions…hopefully there
will be many more similarly happy ones to
come.
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We manage to keep the churchyard
mown and tidy and ready for when we can
all come back to church. The churchyard
as ever welcomes you as a place for quiet
reflection.
We are sad to announce the death of
Rodney Culverhouse, one of the sons of
the former Headmaster of the school and
owner of FastBreak Sports, the well-known
sports shop in Chesham. Rodney, who was
82, had owned and run the shop since it
began in 1980 and was a much-respected
member of Chesham society.
Gwen Surridge who was a much-loved
member of the monthly Tea Parties, died
very sadly and suddenly in Woodlands
Park Home in Great Missenden. Both she
and Den moved there together when life
in Coppice Farm Park became difficult for
them.
An appreciation of both Rodney and
Gwen’s lives will appear in the AugustSeptember issue of Hilltop News.
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Hilltop Villages
Volunteers update

Looking ahead

By the time you read this the Hilltop Villages Community Volunteers will have been in
operation for some three months. We would like to thank again all our volunteers who
have come forward to offer their help to everyone who is self-isolating in the villages.

T

he team of volunteers have been
kept busy with shopping, prescription
pick-ups from all the local surgeries
and pharmacies - including a twice weekly
run for the Rothschild Surgery - leaflet
distribution, posting of parcels and letters,
and many other one-off jobs. By the end
of May it is estimated over 140 jobs, of one
kind or another, will have been undertaken
for those self-isolating.
We are very grateful to our
Buckinghamshire Councillor, Patricia
Birchley, who kindly secured a grant
towards the office and printing expenses to
run the Hilltop Villages Volunteers.

At the time of writing the Government
has just announced its 3-stage plan for
gradually reducing the constraints of the
lockdown. Even with the most optimistic
predictions for bringing under control and
largely eliminating the Covid-19 virus, it will
be some time yet before there is a return
for everyone in our villages to something
approaching a ‘normal way of life’. In fact,
in the short-term, with more people out
and about and going to shops, there are
small additional risks for those classed as
‘extremely vulnerable’, or are self isolating,
and for those living in the same household
as someone who is extremely vulnerable.
Please take extra care if you are in
any of these categories and everybody
should continue to follow the guidance
from Public Health England and the NHS
available on the GOV.UK website.

Please contact us
Be assured that the Hilltop Villages
Volunteers will continue to be available
for however long they are needed to
provide help with tasks and errands. Please
continue to contact us and if you are
self-isolating and have not made use of
the volunteers yet, we encourage you to
contact us, whether it’s for a one-off job or
regular shopping requests.
Even if you normally rely on a ‘priority’
online delivery slot with one of the
supermarkets but cannot get one at any
time, or if you need assistance signing up
to automatic delivery of prescriptions from
your Doctor’s surgery, please contact us and
we will be happy to help.
You can contact us by phone on
0845 8 735 737 or by email;
hilltopvillageshelp@btinternet.com
Chris, Liz and Virginia – Co-ordinators of
the HTV Volunteers
PS. If any of your neighbours are not on
Grapevine please make a copy of this article
or contact us so we can arrange for one to
be posted through their letterbox.

A highlight was on Saturday 16 May
when the Volunteers arranged for friends
and neighbours to gather - observing the
social distancing rules, of course - outside
Geoff Wademan’s house at Coppice Farm
Park, to celebrate his 90th Birthday. He was
presented with a hand-painted birthday
card, cake and shrub to plant in his garden.
Friends and neighbours gave him a whole
host of further birthday cards. It was a
lovely moment for all present, not least for
Geoff himself who, taken by surprise, was
clearly very touched by all the fuss being
made of him.
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for their stories from visiting woods with
their children and making up tales to keep
their children amused. ‘The Hundred Acre’
wood, where Winnie the Pooh and his
friends lived, is based on a 500-acre wood
in Ashdown Forest in Sussex.

HILLTOP NEWS nature notes

Chick-Chack
I’m sure you will want to know more about the Greater Wax Moth. For starters it is one
of several so-called snout moths, a totally undistinguished family of small cream or fawn
coloured Lepidoptera. They are just one of that myriad of nocturnal flying insects. Even
less attractive are their whitish caterpillars which come complete with contrastingly
coloured feet that look as though they have been manicured in a fetching black nail
polish. These grub-like larvae are also known as the waxworm.

I

f there was a Latin scholar in the house
there is a clue in the last part of their
scientific name, Galleria mellonella,
as to its other moniker (mel = honey). Its
alternative name ‘bee moth’ also gives a
clue where the larva of this insect can most
frequently be found. The female moth lays
its eggs within the cracks of the surface of
a bee hive. The newly hatched caterpillar
is drawn by the odours emanating from
the centre of the hive, and crawls into
the honeycomb. Living amongst the bees
as parasites, they feast on bee cocoons,
pollen and, most significantly, devour
the beeswax used by bees to construct
their honeycombs. The UK Government
recognises it as a threat to UK hives due
to the uncontrolled importation via honey
bees from abroad.

Any anglers reading this would tell you
that these caterpillars are affectionately
called ‘waxies’. Apparently, as a fish bait
they are especially appreciated by salmon
trout and char. Exploring further into their
commercial uses I find they are a favourite
amongst herpetologists, or rather their pet
reptiles and amphibians. These waxworms
are also listed as a valued component of
the diet of humans favouring entomophagy
or insect-eating! Some 2,000 insects and
other arthropods, such as scorpions and
spiders, are also considered safe and
beneficial for humans to eat. Large scale
commercial insect farming is emerging as a
future supply of protein enriched food. The
waxworm has been identified as one such
candidate to exploit as an alternative food
source for humans.
As you read this, Oak Apple Day (29
May) has just passed. A relative of the bee is
responsible for the spherical protuberances
that appear on oak trees. Oak apples are
a reaction by the oak tree to a chemical
produced by the larvae of a gall wasp. An
egg is laid into the buds at the tip of a
newly grown soft green stems by a female
gall wasp. As the newly emerged grub eats
the fleshy buds it injects an acid chemical.
To resist the acid attack the tree produces
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these characteristic excrescences about the
size of a small marble which provides a safe
haven for the larva to grow within.
Oak Apple Day commemorates the
restoration of the Monarchy when Charles
II marched triumphantly into London in
1660, 360 years ago this year. Its association
with the oak apple is not clear other than
the day was originally a Public Holiday
declared by Charles II and became known
as Royal Oak Day: a nod to the Oak Tree
in Boscobel Wood, Shropshire in which
Charles told Samuel Pepys he hid from
the Parliamentarian Army. The Victorians
abolished this Public Holiday in 1859
though the tradition of commemorating
the day still persists in some places under its
new moniker. For example, in Devon Oak
Apple Day is also known as a Chick-Chacks
Day on account of the sound made when
one ‘apple’ is whacked against another in a
game of ‘oak apple marbles’.
Oak woods have long been fertile
places for myths and legends about the
mysterious peoples and mystical creatures
that live there. Just pause to think how
many children’s stories and fairy tales
involve dark forests and the strange entities
that are encountered there. Many authors,
for example AA Milne, found inspiration
Hilltop News

Another such author was JRR Tolkien. He
was born in South Africa but was brought
up in Warwickshire where, as a boy, he
would spend many hours in the woods
climbing trees. He was engrossed in the
unique features of the oaks he encountered
and expressed this in early writings,
prose and poetry, as well as through
fastidious sketches accurately depicting
both their stature and (importantly for his
future writing of Lord of The Rings) their
movement in the winds and gales.
Later, exploring the oak woods around
Oxford, he made up elaborate stories,
ascribing individual personalities to each of
the different trees he encountered. Tolkien
wrote, towards the end of his long life,
that trees with which he had developed an
affection that were needlessly destroyed
made him sad and angry. In his writings
he assigned the words ‘good’ and ‘evil’ to
those who were in harmony or, conversely,
in conflict with trees: another affectation
which influenced how trees (like the Ents)
and their adversaries (the Orcs) were
depicted in LotR and The Hobbit.
In search for a film to watch last month,
I happened on ‘Tolkien - a biography of his
early life’. At Oxford, as a student, Tolkien
was much influenced by Joseph Wright,
then Professor of Comparative Philology.
Wright was a blunt-speaking Yorkshire man
and the most renowned expert of his day
on the structure and history of languages
and dialects. A scene in the film was drawn
closely from Tolkien’s own account of
these two characters’ first meeting. Wright
expounds at some length on the depth of
meaning of a single word. Here, according
to the film script, is what he said to the
young Tolkien:
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“A child points and is taught a word.
‘Tree’. Later he learns to distinguish this
tree from all the others. He learns its
particular name. He plays under the tree.
He dances around it. Stands underneath
its branches for shade or shelter. He kisses
under it. He sleeps under it. He weds
under it. He marches past it on his way to
war, and limps back past it on his journey
home. A king is said to have hidden in this
tree. A spirit may dwell within its bark. Its
distinctive leaves are carved onto the tombs
and monuments of his landlords. Its wood
might have built the galleons that saved
his ancestors from invasion. And all this,
the general and the specific, the national
and the persona he knows and feels and
summons somehow however faintly with
the utterance of a single sound: ‘oak’.”
Wright concludes by telling Tolkien that
oak is a Saxon word derived from ‘eig’ of
old Norse. Not far removed from the good
‘Ents’ of Middle Earth which some suggest
was Tolkien’s moniker for his favourite tree:
the good 0ak.
Chrisbrown@rayshill.com

Ann Buckley
Bespoke Floral Designs
Flowers for all occasions
01442 890184
07909 542149
annmalvern@sky.com
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Locked Down Pub News
Whilst some of our pubs are maintaining
radio silence, others face an uncertain
future. Whilst one has been
unceremoniously razed to the ground,
another is actively being renovated and
extended. In the face of near annihilation
of hospitality businesses, one pub is
putting up a commendable, aggressive
drive to survive in the face of dire
adversity.

H

annah and Philip have kept the Full
Moon trading on a radically new
basis by effectively responding to
a dramatically changed environment. As
a basis for their new business plan, they
have retained the services of the two
chefs, Andrew and Phil, to prepare meals
on a take away basis. Most of the options
are restaurant-quality dishes which are
packaged for reheating at home with clear
instructions as to time and temperature as
well as a safe use-by date. They are also
offering a wide range of baked goods,
beers, wines, fresh fish and more to take
away. All the while, they are maintaining
the garden and its furniture in hopeful
readiness for a further relaxation of social
restrictions later in the summer.
To provide the social distancing and
high level of hygiene required for personal
safety, all the take-away transactions are
conducted through a “safe” serving hatch
– a bit like a bank teller’s position. The
customer remains outside on the covered
patio while the purchases are passed across
a table by a server on the inside of the pub.
Payment must be made by card – usually
contactless. While baked goods and sundry
items are sold on the spot depending on
supply, take away meals need to be ordered
the day before consumption is planned.
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Opening is 10am-7pm Tuesday to Saturday
and 10am-12noon Sunday. They are closed
on Monday.
Although the menu of main courses and
sides is varied each week, fixtures include
ever-popular fish and chips on Thursday
evening and Moon Burger and chips on
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Saturday evening. There is a variety of
fresh Tring Brewery ales plus some lagers
available in reusable, take away plastic
bottles. Wine is available on request.
Hannah has said, “The chefs and I
are constantly trying to come up with
new ideas.” To enable their customers
to follow the ever expanding and often
varying weekly choices of what is on offer,
Grapevine members receive frequent
updates and reminders. In addition,
postings are kept up to date on Facebook
(The-Full-Moon-at-Hawridge) and a website
(www.fullmoonpub.info).  Phone after
10am daily on 01494 758959 to place orders
or ask questions. The exceptional effort
that is being made by the Full Moon Team
has been warmly and gratefully appreciated
by our Hilltop community.
Work on refurbishing and expanding the
trading area of the White Lion was due to
resume on 18 May. Sadly, when that work is

completed in late summer it is impossible,
for now, for Mandy to make specific plans
for relaunching this once popular pub into
delivering full scale hospitality.
The final coup de grace was delivered
in mid-May to the once hospitable Rose
and Crown by its present owners who had
it razed to the ground to make way for a
property development scheme which now
has conditional planning permission to
proceed. A few heartfelt farewells were
posted on Grapevine.
Although nothing has been heard since
lock down from the Black Horse inn, the
Old Swan nor the Bull, there is little doubt
that, at a minimum, the Black Horse Inn will
bounce back in due course. Their owners
have filed planning application PL/20/1015/
FA at Chiltern to formalise the status of
their external “Garden Room” and to
enhance its appearance and functionality.
Bill Ingram
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David George Turner
1935 - 2020

D

avid Turner died peacefully at home
in Sandpit Hill in April. He was born
in New Mill, Tring and was of the
generation called up for National Service.
David was strong and powerfully built
and he chose to join the Welsh Guards,
finding himself quickly stationed in Egypt.
He returned to England for the Queen’s
coronation and was one of the Guardsmen
on duty along The Mall as the procession
drove past. David’s pride and interest in
the Welsh Guards was reignited during the
Falklands conflict when Guards who were
injured in the Galahad bombing were sent
to Halton hospital. David found out about
this and arranged to deliver lemonade,
generously provided by Rodwells, to them.
Back home he joined the building
trade working first for Cawdrey in Tring,
where he learnt various trades including
carpentry and bricklaying. It was there
he met his future wife, Jean Flitney, and
they were married in Tring. Although Jean
is a Tring girl, her grandfather had lived
and farmed in Little Twye and although
most of David’s work was in Tring itself,
he demolished a shack in St Leonards and
built a new bungalow which was home
for Jean and him and their three children,
Graham, Linda and Carolyn. David was one
of a group of parents who, in the 1970s,
started and ran a Youth Club that met in
St Leonards Parish Hall. It attracted a good
number of teenagers and some are still
in the area, including his daughter Linda.
The Club fulfilled a great need and is well
remembered, among other things, for
arranging a Christmas Dinner for the older
residents of the villages.
While in St Leonards David bought the
field at the low part of Sandpit Hill from
Mrs Brown and later bought the two
adjacent bungalows which he renovated
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– one becoming his and Jean’s home for
the rest of their lives. He and Jean were
keen gardeners. They enjoyed growing
vegetables and also kept pigs, chickens and
geese but unfortunately found the local fox
to be a skilled adversary!
David played cards in the former Horse
and Hounds and frequented the Full
Moon during Wally’s time. Many a game
of darts was enjoyed. As he grew older it
was evident that years of hard work had
weakened his knees but he actually died,
sadly, of heart failure.
A great contributor to village life. We
thank you, David.
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Agricultural shows go online
…and another surprise!
Readers may remember how our Portland ram, Ned, won the rare breeds championship
at the 2019 Bucks County Show (Hilltop News, October 2019). We were looking forward
to more agricultural shows this summer, but of course the coronavirus pandemic has put
an end to those plans. Herts County Show, Bucks County Show and many others up and
down the country have been cancelled. The loss of agricultural shows is a minor problem
compared with much of the devastation caused by coronavirus but it still got us thinking

Prize-winning Highcroft Jura, aka Ned

how one could provide a new focus for livestock breeders during lockdown.

traditionally found on rougher terrain.
Somehow, I made a mistake in the entry
process. Ned ended up in the Hill & Heath
section for other (non-rare) breeds. This
proved to be a blessing in disguise. Ned not
only won the championship in that section
but was then selected as the best sheep in
the whole event!
It was a strange experience, pottering
around the house and garden on a
“normal” lockdown day while receiving
messages from fellow Portland breeders
saying that Ned had just won another
round as the results were posted online.
Life became even stranger when the
organisers launched a public online poll to
choose the best animal in the show out of
all the champions. We spent the evening

W

ith the support of the Portland
Sheep Breeders Group, Sarah
and I set up an online show
specifically for Portland sheep. Breeders
were invited to upload photos and video
clips on the Group’s Facebook page. This
provoked a positive response from all over
the country, and even from one Portland
flock in the Netherlands. Adam Henson
(BBC Countryfile) and his sister, Libby
Henson, have agreed to judge the entries.
Meanwhile, an enterprising team
specialising in IT for agriculture put
together the Greatest Online Agricultural
Show on 2 May 2020 and raised over
£16,000 for agricultural charities in the
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process. This “virtual” event set out to
replicate many of the traditional aspects
of a real show. Livestock classes were open
for sheep, cattle, pigs and horses, along
with poultry, dogs etc. Each section had
its own judge, who would assess each
animal on the basis of photographs (front,
side and rear views) instead of the usual
hands-on approach. Uploading photos on
the new digital platform was not entirely
straightforward, but approximately 800
animals made it into the show.
I had intended to enter Ned, formally
known as Highcroft Jura, in the rarebreeds Hill & Heath section. This section
was for any rare breed of sheep which is
Hilltop News
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asking friends and family to vote for Ned.
When the results closed at midnight he had
come third, behind the dairy cow and the
pig, but ahead of the horse, the beef cow,
the chicken and the dog.
I had assumed that, apart from providing
some light relief from lockdown, that
was the end of the adventure, but a few
days later, I received an email from an
agricultural supply company asking for
my address so that they could send us our
prize. We had won a litre of sheep worming
fluid; much better than the colourful
rosette and silver cup Ned won at Bucks
County Show last year! It will have pride of
place on our mantelpiece.
Stephen Tricks
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Curvaceous Cook

100 Club
winners
Cholesbury Village Hall
April 2020
£20 Angela Lincoln, Buckland Common
£15 Nick Butterworth, St Leonards

Seafood Risotto
This is a really quick meal that packs a punch. If you have access to fresh fish or prawns then use those,
if not, the mixed bags in the freezers of supermarkets are actually very good these days,
and that is what I use. This recipe is for 2-3, and any left over is delicious as a salad the next day.
½ red and ½ yellow pepper (or whichever you like!)
I small onion, yellow or red,

May 2020
£20 Sue Williams, St Leonards
£20  Roger Worthington, Cholesbury

1 stick celery
1 smallish carrot

For membership, please contact
Brigid Farmer on 758715, or email
jandb.farmer@btinternet.com

½ hot red or green chilli
½ bag mixed frozen seafood, still frozen
Cannaroli or any risotto rice, or farro

St Leonards Parish Hall

Approx. 400ml hot fish stock (I use a Knorr stockpot fish) or vegetable stock.

April 2020
£25 Di Amies, Aylesbury
£15 Julie Thomas, Buckland Common
£15 Jo Gilbert, St Leonards
May 2020
£15 Martin Horsted, Asheridge
£15 Pat Phimister, Chivery

Warm the pan with a splash of oil, and add all the vegetables chopped quite small, approx. 1cm square.
Cook gently till the onion is starting to go opaque, then throw in a handful of washed rice
for each person, and stir to coat the rice.
At this point I throw in a decent splash of an Italian aniseed drink that is too sweet for us to drink,
and let it cook dry again. Any similar drink will do, or fine without.

For membership, please contact
Richard Leat on leatrj@yahoo.co.uk
or 01494 758784.

V

I use a cast iron shallow pan, but any heavy pan will do, ideally with a lid.

V V

Gradually start adding the warm stock, about a ladle at a time, stirring gently and allowing to
almost dry out before adding the next one.
After about 15 minutes, when the rice is almost cooked, lay the frozen fish, and maybe some frozen peas,
on top of the rice and cover for 5 minutes. You don’t need to add extra stock now unless it is very dry,
as the fish produces some moisture on thawing. Stir the fish and peas in, season well, and cover again
for another 5 minutes. Check the fish is hot.
I like a lot of parsley and chives and dill or fennel mixed in on serving, but that is up to you.
Be cautious with the salt as some commercial stock is salty.
You can add tomatoes, or any other veg – just play around till you get a mix you like.
Lulu Stephen: bellingdonm@hotmail.com
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Calling all Knitters
The novelty of online quizzes wearing off?
Worked through all the jigsaw puzzles at least twice?
Re-organised your cupboards for the umpteenth time?
Why not rekindle past knitting expertise, or learn a new skill, by joining
Liverymen of The Framework Knitters Company and residents of our
Cottage Homes in their “Knit for Community”
We are creating knitted squares that will be formed into blankets, with
assistance from the Framework Knitters Museum (Nottingham), for
distribution to the following charities:
• Action Homeless – Leicester
• Meadows Hope food bank - Nottingham
• GlassDoor - London

If you are willing to knit please contact Liz Green on liz@lizgreen.co.uk
Please use brightly coloured
wool if possible to enable us to
produce eye-catching blankets.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Specification
Double Knitting Wool to make a stable reproducible square (knitted
diagonally and measured along the side)
EITHER an 8” square using Size 8 (4 mm) knitting needles - approx. 60
stitches at longest point depending on tension
OR a 6” square using Size 5 (5.5 mm) needles and approx. 40 stiches
Cast on two stitches
Knit 1, then increase one stitch (at beginning of row only) by knitting
into front then back of next stitch. Knit to end.
Continue increasing until work measures either 8” or 6” along the side
Knit one row
Knit 1, then decrease one stitch by Slip 1, Knit 1 pass slip stitch over
Knit to end
Continue until 1 stitch remaining. Cast off and thread in loose end .
With grateful thanks from all at
the Framework Knitters
Company.
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We welcome all news, letters and articles
which are of general interest and relevance
to the Hilltop Villages. Material for
inclusion in the August/September edition
should be sent to Graham Lincoln or Anne
Butterworth (Church Matters) by 10 July
latest. Please note that photos sent online
must be at least 2,500 x 1,750 pixels in size.

Editor
Graham Lincoln 758449
grahamlnc@aol.com
Co-ordinator/Church Matters
Anne Butterworth 758700
anne@churchcottage.eu
Advertising
Ann Horn 758250
annhorn43@aol.com
Design & Production
Michael Spark 758882
info@michaelspark.com
Distribution
Rosemary Pearce 758334
Hilltop News is entirely non-profit making
and is funded by advertising.
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